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A successful beginning 

 
It was a month full of emotions! The first month of Beta’s new era in Greece 
was marked by success in the racing department. The whole effort is fully 

supported by Beta’s new official dealer in Greece, The Fuoristrada Co., the 
company that provides the Greek market with Beta’s motorcycles. 

 
The first official outing of Beta motorcycles 
in Greece took place during the first round 

of the Greek Enduro Championship in 
Karditsa. It was a tough race with very 

muddy conditions, tight time-checks and a 
long cross-country special test that tested 
the riders’ stamina. Representing MOTO 

Magazine (www.motomag.gr) Andreas 
Glavas was riding the new Beta RR 520 in 

E3 class, but had some hard times coping 
with those extremely muddy conditions 
with a bike on whose saddle he had spent 

no more than a few hours. The new Beta 
dealer in Greece has provided MOTO 

Magazine with a new RR 520 as a long-
term race motorcycle and A. Glavas will be 
racing that motorcycle at the Greek Enduro Championship and selected local 

races. He is also planning to take part at the Enduro World Championship 
round in Serres, Greece. 

 
Under the red Beta tent, that was placed 

near the parc ferme of the race in one of the 
most crowded places of Karditsa, tenths of 
visitors could get a glimpse of the three 

representatives of Beta’s new big bore four 
stroke enduro bikes, the RR 400, the RR 450 

and the RR 520. The representatives of The 
Fuoristrada Co. were there to provide 
people with all the necessary information 

concerning Beta’s range of models. Greek 
people were really curious to learn the latest 

details on Beta’s new dealership era in 
Greece. 
 

 

 
Many people got a glimpse of the 

new RR 450, equipped with the 

special factory stickers kit 

provided by Beta, while at the 

same time Mr. T. Antoniadis and 

Mr. S. Labrou, representing the 

new Beta dealer in Greece, were 

providing people with all the 

necessary information 

 
Representing MOTO Magazine, 

Andreas Glavas had some rough 

times at Karditsa’s deep ruts. He 

could only get an eighth place for 

the new RR 520 
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But the triumph for Beta’s motorcycles in 
Greek soil came two weeks later, at the 
second official participation of a new Beta 

motorcycle in Greek racing. Once more, it 
was Andreas Glavas, racing the RR 520, 

who won the first place at the overall 
standings of the second round for the 
regional scramble series that take part all 

over Attika. “I wanted to maintain a 
steady rhythm in my riding, trying to 

avoid any mistake that would possibly 
lead to a fall. Luckily I could skip 
refueling, because the eight liters of my 

Beta’s tank proved to be more than 
enough for the ninety-minute race” said 

Glavas after the race. 
 
 

 
For any additional information  

regarding Beta motorcycles in Greece,  
please contact: 
 

The Fuoristrada Co. 

29 Dimitrakopoulou str., 117 42, ATHENS 

Τηλ.: 2109211877, 2109225930 
http://www.betamotor.gr/  

e-mail: info@betamotor.gr  
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It was a triumph for Beta 

motorcycles in just their second 

official participation in a race at 

Greek soil. A. Glavas got the first 

place overall and won the S3 class 

in the second round for the 

regional scramble series that take 

part all over Attika 


